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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS TO
ANIMAL PRODUCTION

Detailed notes for guidance in the preparation of manuscripts are printed in
Volume 13, pages be to xx. A few general points are given below.

Animal Production publishes papers on original research provided that they
have not been and, with the exception of authors' summaries, will not be
published elsewhere without the Editors' written permission. Authors'
summaries can be reproduced if full acknowledgement of the source is made.
Contributions may be in the field of animal production, or in any related
scientific field. Reports on techniques will be published only as appendices
to scientific papers. Results of research which do not warrant a compre-
hensive presentation may be submitted for consideration as Notes. Notes
are not intended for the publication of interim results. They should not
exceed 2000 words or the equivalent inclusive of tables and illustrations.
Manuscripts should be typewritten in double spacing with wide margins.
Each page and the lines on each page should be numbered. Two copies of
the typescript (and of illustrations) should be sent to

Dr. Gerald Wiener,
Animal Production,
ARC Animal Breeding Research Organisation,
West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JQ, Scotland

Manuscripts are not returned with proofs; authors should therefore retain
copies.
Units of measurement. Metric units should be used. SI units will be
accepted but are not obligatory.
Symbols and abbreviations. Authors should consult the notes prepared for
guidance. Levels of statistical significance which can be indicated without
explanation are : * = P < 005, ** = P < 001, •*• - P < 0001.
Illustrations. The same material should not normally be presented in tables
and figures. Legends should be typed on a separate sheet.

(a) Diagrams should be drawn in Indian ink, about twice the size of the
finished block, on Bristol board, stout tracing paper or plastic film.
Photographed diagrams are also accepted. Lettering inside the
framework of the diagram should be inserted in Indian ink. Marginal
lettering may, if preferred, be inserted lightly in pencil.

(b) Photographs intended for half-tone reproduction should be on glossy
paper. They will be accepted only if found necessary by the Editors.

(c) Colour plates are unlikely to be accepted unless authors bear the cost.
Tables should be as simple and as few as possible. When constructing
tables, it would be helpful if authors would take into account the size and
shape of the pages of Animal Production.

[Continued on inside bock cover

Front corer ctntrrpltce: Adapted from an engraving of a Bison in a cave at Font-de-Carme, Fordotnt. France;
ascribed to the Aurignocian Period (app'ox. 40,000 years ago).
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VETERINARY OFFICER
required by the

GOVERNMENT OF SWAZILAND
on contract for one tour of 30 months initially. Commencing salary according to experience in scale
approximately equivalent to £2,000-£3,550 part of which is paid TAX FREE to a U.K. bank. Gratuity 25%
normally TAX FREE. Government quarters at moderate rental. Free passages. Generous education
allowances. Liberal leave on full salary. Appointment Grant £200 and Car Advance £600 may be payable.
Male candidates only, between 30 and 55 years of age, MUST be MRCVS or equivalent with preferably
several years' field experience. The officer is required for general veterinary duties including diagnosis
and control of animal diseases, and livestock improvement measures.
The post described is partly financed by Britain's programme of aid to the developing countries admini-
stered by the Overseas Development Administration of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

Apply to:

CROWN AGENTS,
M. Division, 4, Mill bank, London, SW1P 3JD for application form and further particulars stating name,
age, brief details of qualifications and experience and quoting reference number M3F/720868/ABB.

BRITISH SOCIETY OF ANIMAL PRODUCTION
• * *

Previous numbers of'ANIMAL PRODUCTION' are available:—

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

Volume 1 in 2 parts
Volume 2 in 2 parts
Volume 3 in 3 parts
Volume 4 in 3 parts
Volume 5 in 3 parts
Volume 6 in 3 parts
Volume 7 in 3 parts
Volume 8 in 3 parts
Volume 9 in 4 parts
Volume 10 in 4 parts
Volume 11 in 4 parts
Volume 12 in 4 parts
Volume 13 in 4 parts

£350 or $10.00
£350 or $10-00
£5-25 or $15.00
£5-25 or $15-00
£5-25 or $15.00
£5-25 or $15.00
£5-25 or $15.00
£5-25 or $15.00
£7-00 or $20.00
£7-00 or $20.00
£7-00 or $20.00
£7-00 or $20.00
£7-00 or $20.00

(Single parts £1"75 or $6.00)

• * *

Earlier publications of the Society, from 1944-58, are also available. Orders and enquiries
should be addressed to:

LONGMAN GROUP LTD.—JOURNALS DIVISION
43/45 Annandale Street

Edinburgh EH7 4AT
t
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the most widely used
scientific information system in the world

Try any edition free
for 4 weeks.

Nearly 200,000 professionals of all types use the Current Contents® system every
week to locate and obtain new journal articles relevant to their work. And they've
got good reasons.
Current Contents is the most comprehensive, least complicated way to make sure
you learn of new developments in your field while they're still new. Just an hour a
week spent scanning any edition of Current Contents lets you sort through everything
that's published in a thousand or more journals. With CC® it's easy to pick out just
those articles you want to read. Without handling the journals. Without increasing
your journal subscription expenses.

Find out why so many people like you use Current Contents. Get more information
and a free 4-week subscription by completing the coupon.

Please start my free 4-week subscription to the Current Contents® edition checked below:
D Life Sciences
D Physical & Chemical

Sciences
• Agriculture, Biology &

Environmental Sciences
D Behavioral, Social &

Educational Sciences
D Engineering & Technology
D Clinical Practice

^ n * 500'351
JU Institute for Scientific Information

325 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A. 19106 Tel.: (215) 923-3300, Cable: SCINFO, TELEX: 84-5305

Name

Title

Organization

Street Address

City

Zip

State/Province

Country

The journal you are reading and 5000 others are regularly covered in CURRENT CONTENTS*.
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VETERINARY OFFICER
required by the

GOVERNMENT OF LESOTHO

for one tour of 24 months initially. Salary according to experience in scale approximately equivalent to
£2,000-£3,900 part of which is paid taxfree to a U.K. bank. Substantial Gratuity. Free passages. Liberal leave
on full salary. Generous education allowance. Subsidised housing accommodation. Government quarters
at moderate rental. Appointment Grant up to £200 and Car Advance £600 may be payable. Male candidates
only, up to 50 years of age, MUST be MRCVS or equivalent, and previous experience in an African country
is desirable. The officer will render livestock health services and assist in the marketing of livestock and
livestock products.
The post described is partly financed by Britain's programme of aid to the developing countries admini-
stered by the Overseas Development Administration of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

Apply to:

CROWN AGENTS
M. Division, 4, Millbank, London, SW1P 3JD for application form and further particulars stating name,
age, brief details of qualifications and experience and quoting reference number M3F/730104/ABB.

Tropical Animal Health and Production

Edited by W. G. Beaton

The aim of this Journal is to publish the results of original
research, investigation or technology in the field of
veterinary medicine and animal production which may
lead to the better utilization of animal resources with
particular reference to tropical and sub-tropical countries.
It also contains articles on the epidemiology of the diseases
of animals in the tropics, the control of zoonoses and
reviews of specific subjects.

Published quarterly Volume 5

E. & S. LIVINGSTONE
43/45 Annandale Street, Edinburgh EH7 4AT
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Proceedings of the

British Society of Animal

Production

The British Society of Animal Production is recom-
mencing publication of an Annual Proceedings in 1972.
The Proceedings will contain material given at the
Society's meetings and reports and reviews commissioned
by the Society. Other original research papers will
continue to appear in Animal Production.

In addition to Abstracts of the short papers given
at the Society's 54th Meeting, the 1972 Proceedings will
include papers from four recent Symposia organised by
the Society:—

Artificial Rearing of Pigs
Processing of Roughages
Aspects of Carcass Evaluation
Animal Production from Grassland

The Annual Subscription for the Proceedings is
£1.75 ($6.00 U.S. and Canada), a joint subscription
with Animal Production will be available at £10-00
($28.00 U.S. and Canada) from 1973 onwards. Orders
for the Proceedings and all subscription enquiries to
Longman Group Limited, Journals Division, 43/45
Annandale Street, Edinburgh EH7 4AT.
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